
 

 

THE HK WINNING FACTOR REVIEW  

SHA TIN, Sunday, November 17, 2019 

B rail, track good R1-5 good to firm R6-10  
 

 For our money, the track was again good to firm for the entire day and raced well and fairly.  

Despite backing 4 winners, our subscribers finished of the wrong side of things. Apart from Above, who did 

get in very short at the finish, the winners were smaller bets, but we were still calling it a moral victory. Our 

bet of the day, Big Fortune, was a 15-unit bet who should have won easily and turn the day into a very solid 

win – that’s racing. We don’t have a big opinion of 10-pound claiming apprentice KH Chan at this stage and 

his claim had nothing to do with our rating of 1.6 – we actually would have had the horse rated shorter for a 

senior jockey - but unfortunately that’s the hand we were dealt. 

 
 

HEAT MAP LEGEND 
 
FAST 2 Len+ fast 
FASTER THAN AVERAGE (1-2 Len)  
AVERAGE 
SLOWER THAN AVERAGE (1-2 Len) 
SLOW 2 Len+ slow 

 
 

                                               +2.8 L          +1.3 L           -2.2 L              

170 
C4 1200 24.24 22.89 22.50    

 

Simply Spectacular’s trials had shown enough to suggest he will make it C3 successfully but a few issues with 
greenness had been a concern if you were taking short odds and the concerns didn’t end until the line, when he got it 
done but only just. He got a race shape that perhaps suited him better than rivals but he does not look the finished 
article by any means and that’s where the optimism comes from with this guy. He is by star Aussie stallion I Am 
Invincible from a mare by Brocco, an American horse who didn’t set the world on fire at stud, but Simply Spectacular 
is an International Sale horse (ISG). They tend to be more backward in many ways than other PPGs who come to 
Hong Kong with multiple trials, often multiple preparations, under the belt and Simply Spectacular has the look of a 
very new horse with plenty of development to come. He will need it as this was just plain stuff otherwise. The 8yo 
Lucky Guy ran well into second with the race shape against him and is going well but 2 career wins and a decent 
break since the last one are not great leg-ups. Triple Triple’s trials had been sound rather than spectacular before his 
first start, a total forgive, and this was similar, getting a good ride from Bowman to finish third without looking anything 
special. Wonder Express had every chance his first run for Jimmy Ting and was ok, although a slowly-run 1200m is 
probably short of his best assignment. He pulled up with blood in the trachea. Bright Kid was slow out, had some 
traffic in the straight and ran well enough – he is getting closer to a win but it won’t want to be too strong – and Wood 
On Fire should have been closer after having traffic troubles himself when caught behind the weakening leaders.If 
there was a hidden gem in this, it was another first starter, Ka Ying Excellent, a Northern Hemisphere-bred ISG by 
Holy Roman Emperor. In 3 trials, he had shown no early speed at all but had been finishing off ok and he did 
something even better under race conditions, finishing from last into midfield but posting the second-best final 400m 
of the meeting, with top class sprinters Full Of Beauty and Beat the Clock either side of him on the fastest sectional 
list. He is going to want further but he has talent. 

 
                                               +4.5 L           +5.5 L          -4.5 L             +0.5 L           -2.2 L 

171 
C4 2000m 26.57 25.76 24.01 24.07 22.94  

 

The only time we’ve seen Above in a truly-run race and at the top of his game, he bolted in at the end of last season  
for Zac Purton, but the only race since at a good tempo was his 1400m first-up this season when an eye-catching third. He has 
been outsprinted in 2 stop-start races since moving to more appropriate distances since and he got another similar race here but 
was able to get the job done. Perhaps the key this time was that the leaders didn’t get to cosy along and only sprint from the 50om, 
with Curling Luxury forced to pick things up in the back straight to maintain the front when Dragon Commander, caught wide, 
moved around the field to get outside the lead. They throttled back again once that was sorted out but that softening up was 
enough to let Above finish over the top of them in what was still a sprint home and allowed others like Ho Ho Feel and Amazing 
Agility to close off into the finish from the back but did now allow them to win after giving a decent start to Above. The winner had 
all the advantages at the weights but has scope for another C4 win before he’s going to start to finish it harder, while Ho Ho Feel is 
primed to win his seasonal race if he gets a better pace. C P Power looked every chance, so too Family Leader, although his 
finishing spot was compromised by a check at the 250m when he did not look in contention and Smart Baby caught some of that 
back in the field too. For an unlucky runner, we need to look at Mister Monte, who was caught behind Curling Luxury when he had 
no kick this time and Mister Monte stayed there much of the home straight until clear late and making some ground. 

 
                                                  -2.6 L           -0.8 L            +3.1 L                        

172 
C3 1200m 23.21 22.29 23.29    

 

The pace here was as expected, with several vying for the front early before they did manage to back it off once Team 
Spirit had crossed from wide out to the rail – and collected one or two on the way over, leading to a suspension for 
Chad Schofield – and it was set up for something to run on in a fairly slow final section. What didn’t turn out as 
expected for our subscribers was who the run-on winner was. Big Fortune was the best good thing beaten of the 



season to date, strung up hopelessly behind the frontrunners coming back in his lap until apprentice KH Chan, in 
desperation, shoved a few out of the way to get clear and incurred a suspension himself but it was too late. His move 
to get clear hampered a number of runners so there was an element of flattery to Shining Gem’s win in clear air 
although it must be said he has been threatening to do this for a while. He has been exceptionally disappointing – his 
Australian 2yo form should have seen him in C2 but here he was making his first impression in HK at the bottom of C4 
as a 4yo. Having said that, it was only local start 9 so he has room for some redemption. Of the 3 new horses, High 
Rise Soldier’s form in Australia as Lion’s Head appealed the lead and his trials had been just ok so the market gave 
him no chance and he made a lie of that in third but without rating very highly. Lockheed had internal bleeding issues 
to add yet another disappointment to his list while Grade One was never out of trouble, checked early then caught 
wide and looks a forgive but this is form to treat with suspicion. With clear room, Big Fortune wins doing handstands. 
 

                                                   +1.7 L          +2.3 L             -0.4 L           -2.9 L          

173 
C4 1400m 13.76 22.15 23.40 22.75   

 
Ultimate Glory at 9yo now probably appreciates a slow pace, as he got here, despite being a run-on horse. It allows 
him to get his feet in order and get into striking range for a sprint home, something he can still do breaking 23 
seconds on a regular basis. When they run all the way, he still closes fast but just can’t run fast enough to stay in 
range early and, to some extent, he had that issue even as a younger horse. Ultimate Glory has won 2 of his last 3 in 
C4, both for Purton, who pulled the master stroke here – he didn’t have that many options from gate 1! – by staying 
inside, riding for luck and the splits came at the right time. It’s not out of the question he would win in C3 with a light 
weight but he will still likely need this recipe. Sunshine Universe was the main beneficiary of the pace, crossing early 
to lead then boxing on. He is an infrequent winner – only down the straight so far – as is Fantastic Show, who 
unleashed a good finish from last, with the race shape against him, for third. Fun Times had a few issues with traffic 
early then ran into fourth while Sonic Fighter had every chance after being heavily-backed. Sonic Fighter may still be 
the one to follow from a fairly vanilla kind of race – he was back into C4 and will stay there second up but it was his 
first run since July and Paul O’Sullivan’s horses, despite the heroics early this season, have traditionally been better 
for a race. God Of Dragon, also down in class, was held up more than once and should have been closer, while 
Speedy Dragon again played his new party trick of missing the jump and that is now a concern. 

 

                                                                    +0.7 L           -0.7 L           -2.9 L            +2.3 L           

174 
C3 1400m 13.56 21.56 22.78 23.47   

 
Silvestre de Sousa announced his return with a win here on Gift Of Lifeline, getting more life out of the gelding than 
he had shown in 2 starts this season but the key was a better tempo. An average speed for the first 600m, then a 
strong move by the leaders on the circle as California Turbo pressed the issue with Star Of Yuen Long opened the 
race to finishers and Gift Of Lifeline took advantage. He is a better horse than his form line of 2 wins & 6 minor 
placings from 11 starts suggests and he is capable of another win in the grade. Star Of Yuen Long was definitely a 
takeaway this time – he jumped well and led this time after messing the start up in his other 2 local starts. He looked 
to have the race won until 100m out when the extended sprint told on him and his turn should come soon. Private 
Rocket, from the box seat, may also have been a touch close to the heat in front and battled on well, and put in a 
copy comment for War Room in the one-one trail outside him. Follow Me seems to have lost any tactical speed at this 
distance but ran home soundly – he is racing well below his best but still going ok and a stretch to 1600m might be in 
order. As the leaders died, Classic Posh ran on from the rear with a light weight but a drop to C4 is probably what he 
needs. The disappointment from our point of view was Perfect Pair – he was in the right place, 3 lengths off the front, 
given the right ride and just did not finish off at all and there was nothing in the vet report. Winning Delight had an 
excuse after being caught wide into the breeze, no advantage in the solid pace around the circle. 

 
                                                                    -1.2 L           +1.8 L           -0.3 L           -0.6 L      

175 
G2 1600m 24.18 23.10 23.10 22.51   

 

So, it happened again and this time Beauty Generation did not have any real excuse to the eye – unless they went 
too slow again. Yes, there was a little bit of a to and fro between him and Ka Ying Star in the back straight early as 
Purton elected not to let the other horse lead him this time and the pair got several lengths in front of the rest, allowing 
Moreira on Waikuku the luxury of crossing over into third on the fence from the outside gate in a brilliant ride. But the 
times show that the early pace was not fast at all then they settled down, putting in modest sectionals midrace. 
Perhaps the better idea would have been to put the foot down more from the 800m – the style of running Beauty 
Generation has made his trademark, but in a softish speed he travelled so well that Purton must have felt the gelding 
would give him a big kick when he went for him and he didn’t, running home in 22.77 seconds which, after accounting 
for the speed of the track, we’d rank as close to the bottom end of his finishes over the past 2 years. He had not 
worked early – as in some of the slower finishes – or been eased down as in some others, so this may be his slowest 
last 400m in more than 2 years at the top and does open up the question of whether he has peaked. On this, he can 
still win the HK Mile but does not look the over the line proposition that he did a month ago. Waikuku again 
outsprinted him from a perfect run but the real insult was Ka Ying Star running back past the favourite over the final 
stages. Whatever edge tactically Waikuku had, Ka Ying Star did not have it, and both, to our way of thinking returned 
personal bests. They meet Beauty Generation on different weights on international day but there’s no denying their 
winning chances. Decent runs behind from Simply Brilliant and Citron Sprit, who ran to their best, while Not Usual 
Talent and especially dirt horse Elusive State were put in their place. 
 
 

 



                                                                    -3.6 L            -0.6 L           +2.4 L           -2.2 L            +0.7 L          

176 
G2 2000m 25.01 24.12 24.80 23.01 22.83  

 

After the first established star of the day had been bowled over, punters steeled themselves for something better from 
the next one and backed him to a man - Exultant did not let the side down, even in a race where the shape of the 
contest went against him, forcing Purton to make a long run around the circle. As he made his move, Bowman on 
Derby winner Furore got on to the back of the favourite and had by far the easier passage so Exultant did a good job 
to hold him off with some authority. From the 400m, Furore did not take an inch of ground off the winner, though he 
ran well. The winner has proved to be Hong Kong’s best horse, aside from Beauty Generation, in the last 12 months 
and he will again run well in the Vase he won in 2018. Furore was sound but still has the problem he has had all along 
– he needs to find another length or two to be really in the fight at the very top level or he needs the opposition to 
come back to him. Time Warp and Glorious Forever, who pulled again, battled each other early for the lead and were 
also forced to make a long run so the shape of the race was not ideal but Eagle Way again looked his age and should 
have done more. But the disappointment was Rise High. He had a race shape that should have suited the horse 
sitting back early then letting loose a big finish in the final 400m and he just didn’t have that finish, plodding into fourth. 
Southern Legend was honest as usual but he is another who is a length or two short of the best. All in all, the winner 
is the one to take out of this and, while HK Vases are never easy to win, he looks set to dominate the local distance 
scene again this season. 

 

                                                                   -1.4 L           -0.9 L             -0.3 L                      

177 
G2 1200m 23.28 22.01 22.29    

 

From the time he first barrier trialled, Aethero was going to be a top horse – it was only ever a question of when. To 
many, this win will answer that question with a resounding ‘now’ but we are still suggesting the best is 6 months away. 
He is a big powerful 3yo in terms of whether he is physically mature enough to win the HK Sprint but the question 
mark still sits out there for him mentally when he has a few things go against him but nothing did here. One of the 
underlying propositions to this race was that half the field, including the best performed horses at the top of the 
saddlecloth numbers, were running for the first time in 6 months and in some cases much longer. That suggested that 
race fit Aethero and Regency Legend had the edge on them – as the market of 2.8 and 3.5 with Beat The Clock third 
choice at 9.7 suggested - but it also led to a lack of tactical opposition from the first-up brigade as Aethero ploughed 
across to lead on his own terms. He did a little work to get there then set good speed for the rest of the race without 
overdoing it in a good display from Karis Teetan. However, before anyone charges the short prices available for the 
HK Sprint pre-post, we still think there is a vulnerability if he draws out and gets more opposition for the front early 
from a horse like runner-up Hot King Prawn – who made no attempt to lead here – or others who will be fitter next 
time, or if he has to be ridden in behind. That said, when he is more experienced, they won’t see which way Aethero 
goes and he looks firmly on a path to being the world’s top sprinter. He did not rate exceptionally here, he didn’t even 
rate to his best, but he didn’t need to with only 113 pounds on board. Hot King Prawn had a colic attack in February 
and was given a long break since his last start in December 2018 but 4 trials had him just about ready and he ran to 
his best prior rating in our view. He meets the winner worse in the HK Sprint so he will have to find a new level or get 
the best of the luck to beat him but Beat The Clock is another matter. His first run for 7 months will have him fitter on 
international day, he gets a slight weight swing in his favour but, more importantly, we think he is capable of a better 
rating than he produced here. The runs from D B Pin, first-up, and Ivictory, his second from a long break, were 
encouraging but international day may come too quickly for them to turn it around, but Full Of Beauty was the surprise 
packet for us. As we’ve said before, Full Of Beauty has looked a very willing horse, as his record says, but he has not 
produced the kind of numbers on our ratings that G1 winners usually have. The was knocked sideways at the start 
here - but was probably going to settle well back from the outside anyway – then produced the day’s best finishing 
sprint to run fourth. He did have race fitness in his favour, too, but don’t undersell him in the HK Sprint if he draws 
well. Of course, the other half of the favourite pairing at 3.5 was Regency Legend and he was completely 
disappointing. Unbeaten in HK going into this, his ratings said he is the best sprinter in town and with room to spare 
but Purton gave him every chance and he simply failed. He has had internal bleeding problems, even when he has 
won, and this run was typical of that kind of problem emerging in a big way but there was nothing in the vet report 
afterwards. It’s a mystery and, to be honest, we have no idea what to do with him going forward – he’s a 1,000-1 
chance in a G1 off this but would be favourite on the his other runs. ?? 
 

                                              -0.4 L           +0.5 L            +0.2 L            

178 
C2 1200m 23.53 22.36 22.67    

 

In the lead-up run to this, Aerohappiness drew inside, a slow midrace pace allowed him to slide up into a close range 
to unleash his big finish in the straight while the favourite that day Mr Croissant drew wide and couldn’t get the right 
run. This time, the draws were around the other way, so were the runs though the race and so was the result. Mr 
Croissant has been extraordinarily consistent in 9 starts for 4 wins, 4 seconds and a third, and he has pretty much run 
the same number for us now5 times in a row, which you don’t see often. That suggests there is more there. 
Aerohappiness this time ended up back, wide, swinging wider on the turn then didn’t finish off but he also pulled up 
with internal bleeding issues, not for the first time in his career. Water Diviner is tested on his current mark but was 
running on to produce his best in second, while the real run to follow came from perfect Match. He went forward from 
a wide gate, had a very tough run at his first appearance for 4 months but stuck on for third. This is probably as short 
as he wants anyway so a step to 1400m and a better trip and he should be winning again soon. We are little forgiving 
of Big Party, who was a heavily-bet favourite, as usual, and had his chance. He has now started favourite and missed 
the place in 3 out of 3 first-up starts, so it may just be that he needs a race to tighten him up. Voyage Warrior had his 
first crack away from the straight 1000m and the gloss is off him since he looked a future G1 horse in his earliest days 



but, like most horses, he gets better matched as he goes up the grades and reaches a level. He had excuses here, 
covering ground and working from a wider gate and we haven’t sacked him yet. Big Time Baby had his chance but his 
wins are all on the dirt, while Raging Storm was running on again. He needs a little relief in the ratings, perhaps, but is 
going ok.  

 
                                                        -0.7 L           -4.3 L            +3.4 L            +4.6 L           -1.2 L             

179 
C2 1800m 13.71 21.56 24.45 24.59 22.91  

 
We got this half wrong, with the market telling us we were off the mark with Cordyceps at his first 1800m start but the 
other horse we had rated strongly, Nicconi Express, lived up to expectations and rattled home to win under a light 
weight after a nice ride by Schofield. The 10-pound claimer on Ruthven won a good contest for the lead with Circuit 
Number Two and Classic Beauty in the first 600m – a pace that had a toll on the forward horses late in the race 
despite backing right off in the midstages. That’s a classic race shape to favour backmarkers, as the slow lead into the 
straight allows them to creep closer to the lead without spending any energy before launching their finishes. Nicconi 
Express took full advantage of that, as did runner-up Chefano and Dances With Dragon was also an eye-catching run 
from the back that stewards queried heavily, while Savvy Six runs on all the time and did again. The winner is 
probably good for another win in this grade but then the handicapper might start to test him. Tianchi Monster was, to 
us, a surprise short favourite, who is on his mark and has been for a few starts and he had every chance here. How 
did Cordyceps handle the 1800m, well, we thought he did ok, sitting up close to the hot early pace and beating home 
all those around him except Helene Leadingstar but he did seem to feel the pinch the last 100m. He wants a switch 
back to 1600m or a softer pace but he is up to C2. 


